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Abstract 
A class of simple groupoids derived from transitive permutation groups 
is described. 
Key words: Groupoid, balanced groupoid. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 20N99 
In the description of (finite) simple medial groupoids (as given in [1]), it 
turned out that an important class of such groupoids is formed by those that 
are (in a certain natural way) constructed from transitive permutation groups. 
Now, the medial case leads to abelian groups, but in this short note we are 
considering a similar construction for general groups. The results may be useful 
for the description of (finite) simple zeropotent groupoids satisfying some linear 
identities. 
1 Introduction 
By a groupoid we mean a non-empty set with one binary operation. If G is a 
groupoid then an element o £ G is said to be absorbing if xo = o = ox for every 
x £ G. A groupoid G with an absorbing element o is said to be zeropotent if 
xx = o for every x £ G and G is said to be a Z-semigroup if xy = o for all 
x,y£ G. 
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Let G be a groupoid. A non-empty subset I of G is said to be an ideal of 
G if GI C I and IG C G. The groupoid G is said to be ideal-simple if I = G 
whenever I is an ideal of G such that I contains at least two elements (obviously, 
if I = {O} is a one-element ideal of G then O is an absorbing element). 
A groupoid G is said to be (congruence-)simple if it is non-trivial and id<-
and G x G are the only congruences of G. 
2 Balanced groupoids 
Throughout this section, let G be a non-trivial groupoid with an absorbing 
element o and let G* — G — {O}. We shall say that G is 
— left (right) semibalanced if for every a £ G* there is at most one 6 £ G 
such that ab ^ o (ba ^ O); 
— semibalanced if it is both left and right semibalanced; 
— left (right) balanced if for every a £ G* there is just one 6 £ G such that 
ab ^ o (ba ^ O); 
— balanced if it is both left and right balanced. 
Now assume that G is left (right) semibalanced. Then there is a partial 
transformation <p (ip) of G* such that a<p(a) ^ O (ij)(a)a / O); thus <£>(a) (ip(a)) 
is defined iff aG ^ o (Ga / O). Put / (a ) = a<£>(a) (#(a) = ip(a)a); again, / (g) 
is a partial transformation of G*. 
Let G be semibalanced. If a £ G* is such that <£>(a) is defined then vV( a) 
is defined, ip<p(a) = a and / (a ) = a<p(a) = g<p(a). Similarly, if 6 £ G* and ^(6) 
is defined then <pip(b) = 6 and g(b) = ^(6)6 = ftfi(b). If a, 6 £ G* are such that 
a6 ?- O then a = t/>(6), 6 = <p(a) and a6 = / (a ) = g(b) = gv?(a) = f^(b). 
The following lemma is now clear: 
L e m m a 2.1 Suppose that G is balanced. Then: 
(i) <p and ijj are permutations of G*, <p = ip"1 and ip = <p~l. 
(ii) / and g are transformations of G*, f = g<p and g = ftp. 
L e m m a 2.2 Suppose that G = GG and G is left (right) semibalanced. Then: 
(i) f(G*) = G* (g(G*) = G*). 
(ii) If G is finite then G is left (right) balanced and f (g) is a permutation of 
G*. 
P r o o f (i) If a £ G* then a = 6c for some 6, c £ G. Clearly, 6, c £ G*. c = <p(b) 
and a = f(b). 
(ii) G* is finite and hence from (i) follows that / is a permutation of G*. Now, 
let n = card(G), M = {(a, 6); a, 6 £ G*, ab ^ o} and N = {a; (a, 6) £ M } . 
Since G is left semibalanced, we have card(M) = card(N). On the other hand, 
card(N) < n - 1 and card(M) > card(GG) - 1 = n - 1. Thus card(N) = n - 1, 
N = G* and G is left balanced. • 
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Lemma 2.3 Suppose that G is simple, left (right) semibalanced and finite with 
at least three elements. Then G is left (right) balanced and f (g) is a permuta-
tion of G*. 
Proof The relation r = (GG x GG) U id& is a congruence of G. If r = id<? 
then GG = {O}, G is a Z-semigroup and, since it is simple, it contains just two 
elements, a contradiction. Thus r = G x G, and so GG = G and the result 
follows from Lemma 2.2. • 
Now, if G is balanced then both / and g are transformations of G* and we 
denote by T the transformation semigroup generated by {/, g}. Further, we 
shall consider the corresponding biunar G*(/, g) (an algebra with two unary 
operations). 
Proposit ion 2.4 If G is balanced then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is (congruence-)simple. 
(ii) G is ideal-simple. 
(iii) T acts transitively on G*. 
(iv) The biunar G*(f,g) is generated by any of its elements. 
Proof (i) implies (ii). If I is an ideal of G then r = (I x I) UidG is a congruence 
of G. Then either r = idc? and I = {O} or r = G x G and I = G. 
(ii) implies (iii). Let a £ G* and / = T(a) U {O}. If ft E T and x £ G are 
such that h(a)x -fc o (xh(a) ^ O) then h(a)x = fh(a) E I (xh(a) = gh(a) E '/)•'. 
w,-. !-..™-, ,-T-..-.,.W! f U n t r ,•«-, .-.,. iHp**l ,-,-r r7 tyif. T -£ ( r l qir.rr- o -*• f(a\ C I T i m * 
V V V̂  AACAIVVJ V>AAV-.VvAVV-.Va. U11U/U X AO CXAA AVJ.V^CAA VJA \JI CbAAVJ. J. ~f— 1 \J J , OAAAVvVv v/ -*— J l l t l V_ i • X.AACAO 
I = G and T(a) = G*. 
(iii) implies (iv). Obvious. 
(iv) implies (i). Let r ^ id<- be a congruence of G. There are u,v £ G such 
that u 7-: v and (w, v) £ r. We can assume that u ^ O. Then O -^ u(p(u) = / (u ) , 
O = m/?(ii) and (/(w), O) £ r. Consequently, I -^ 0, where I = {a £ G* ; (a, O) £ 
r } . Clearly, /(I) C I and g(I) C / . This implies that I = G and r = G x G. • 
Lemma 2.5 I/ G zs balanced then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f is a permutation of G*. 
(ii) g is a permutation of G*. 
(iii) Both f and g are permutations of G*. 
(iv) If a, 6, c, d £ G* are sucft f̂tai1 a6 = cd ?- O ffterc a = c ana1 0 = a7. 
Proof Use Lemma 2.1. • 
We shall say that G is strongly balanced if it is balanced and satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.5. 
Remark 2.6 Suppose that G is strongly balanced. Then both / and g are 
permutations of G* and we shall define an addition on G as follows: 
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(1 ) 0 + 0 = 0] 
(2) O-Fa = O=a-j-O for every a £ G*] 
(3) a-fb = / - 1 ( a ) a - 1 ( b ) f o r a l l a , 6 E G * . 
Clearly, a + b -^ o iff <pf~l(a) = g~l(b)- But y"""1 = ipf~l} and so a + b ^ o iff 
a = b; then we have a-fb - a + a = f~~l(a)(pf~~l(a) = / / ~ 1 ( « ) = a. This means 
that x + x = x and x + y = o for all x, y E G, x ^ y. Now, it is clear that G(+) 
is a semilattice. Further, setting /(O) = O = y(O), f \G* = f and y | G* = y, we 
get automorphisms / and y of G(-f-) and xy = f(x) -f y (y) for all sc, y EG. 
3 Transitive permutation groups 
Let £ be a transitive permutation group on a non-empty finite set G* such that 
Q is generated by elements / and g. Let o £ G* and G = G* U {O}. Now, define 
a multiplication on G as follows: 
(1) oo = O; 
(2) ox = o = xo for every x E G*; 
(3) xy = O for all x ,y EG*, / (x) ?~y(y); 
(4) xy = /(a?) (= g(y)) for all x,y£G*, f(x) = g(y). 
In this way, we get a groupoid G = [Q) G*, / , y, o). 
Proposit ion 3.1 (i) G is a simple balanced groupoid and o is an absorbing 
element of G. 
(ii) G is zeropotent iff f(a) ^ g(a) for every a E G*. 
Proof (i) It is easy to see that G is a balanced groupoid. Now, G is simple by 
Proposition 2.4. 
(ii) Easy. D 
Lemma 3.2 Let d = [£i ,G*, / i , y i , Oi], G2 = [Q2,G*2, f2,g2,o2] and let 
g* : G* —> G*2 be a bijection. Then g : Gi —> G2, where g\G\ = g* 
and g(o\) = o2f is a groupoid isomorphism if and only if g* fi = f2g* and 
Q*9\ =92g*. 
Proof Easy. D 
Now, let g : G\ —> G2 be an isomorphism. Then D(Oi) = O2 and g* fi = 
f2Q*, Q*9i = 92 g*, where g* = g\G*. Define a mapping a of Q\ into the 
symmetric group on G*> by a(h)(g*(a)) = g*h(a) for all h E Q\ and a E G*. 
Clearly, a is an injective group homomorphism, O"(/i) = /2 and c(gi) = y2. 
Consequently, a is an isomorphism of Qi onto Q2 (in particular, the permutation 
groups Qi and £2 are similar). 
Let A denote the class of ordered quadruples (A, B, a, 6), where .A is a finite 
group, B is a core-free subgroup of A and a,b £ A are such that A = (a, 6). If 
ai = (Ai}BirQi$b$).£ A, i = 1,2, then we shall write c*i <v a2 (and we shall say 
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that a i , a 2 are equivalent) iff there is an isomorphism A : A\ —.> A2 such that 
A(ai) = a2, A(&i) = b2 and X(Bi) is a conjugate of B2. 
Let a = (A, B} a, 6) G A. Put A/B = {xB ; i G A } , For every x £ A, we 
have a permutation 7r(x) of A/B defined by n(x)(yB) = xyB) y £ A. Then 7r is 
an injective group homomorphism of A into the symmetric group on A/B and 
we put <3>(a) = $ ( a , O) = [TC(A),A/B, 7r(a), 7r(&), O], where O $. A / B . 
Let a i , a 2 £ .4. First, assume that a i ~ a2- Then there is an isomorphism 
A : Ai —)• A2 with the properties as above. Define g : <&(ax) —y <£(a2) by 
O(Oi) = O2 and g(xBi) = A(.r)tv-
1H2 for every x £ Ai , where u> G A2 is such 
that A (Hi) = I?^. It is easy to check that a is a bijection, 
D(7Ti(ai)(a;£i)) = g(a1xB1) = a27r(^)wj~
152 = 7r2(a2)(D(x#i)) 
and ^(7Ti(6i)(xBi)) = 7r2(&2)(.?(£I?2)) for every x £ A\. By 3.2, g is a groupoid 
isomorphism. 
Conversely, let g : 3>(a?i) —> $ (a 2 ) be a groupoid isomorphism. Then 
g(oi) = O2 and we can find a mapping r : Ai —> A2 such that g(xB\) = T(X)B2 
for every x £ Ax and r(x) = r(y), whenever ^r"
1?/ G Bx. Put WJ = r ( l ) "
1 G A2. 
Now, there is an isomorphism a : 7ir(Ai) —> 7r2(Ai2) such that O-(7ri(ai)) = 
^2(^2)), cr(7Ti(6i)) = n2(b2)) and cr(7ri(x))(D(HI?i)) = D(7ri(x)(u£i)j for all 
x>y € Ai. Put A = 7r2~
1O-7ri. Then A : Ai —> A2 is an isomorphism and 
we have A(ai) = a2, A(&i) = 62 and X(X)T(V)B2 = r(xy)B2 for all x}y G Ai . 
That is, T(xy)~lX(x)T(y) G B2 and, for x G B\, y = 1, we get T(1)~
1X(X)T(1) = 
T(X)~1X(X)T(1) G B2. Thus A(B2) C B 2 r On the other hand, if x G Ai is such 
that X(x) G .B^ then f f l ) " ^ ^ ) = T(1)~1X(X)T(1) • r( l)~1A( tr)~
1r(x) G JB2, 
and hence r ( l ) = r(x) and x E / 5 i - We have proved that X(Bi) = H™. (ISfotice 
that the latter equality follows also from the inclusion A(2?i) C B™ and the 
facts that A is injective and card(Ai) = card(A2), card(Ai/Bi) ' = card(A2 /B2) 
and card(Hi) = card(H2) are finite numbers.) 
We have proved the following result: 
Proposit ion 3.3 Let a i , a 2 G A. Then a\ is equivalent to a2 if and only if 
the groupoids $(a\) and $(a2) are isomorphic. 
4 Main result—the finite case 
Let G be a finite simple balanced groupoid (see the second section). Then / , g 
are permutations of G* and the transformation semigroup T (see Proposition 
2.4) is a finite group acting transitively on G*. For u G G*, denote by riu the 
stabilizer of u in T and put au = (T,%Ulf,g) G A (see the preceding section). 
If v G G* then au ~ aVi since the stabilizers Uu and %v are conjugate in T-
Finally, define a mapping g : G —* $(au) by g(o) = O and g(a) = /V%u for 
a £ G*, h £ T) a — h(u). Clearly, g is a groupoid isomorphism and we put 
«(G), = *(G f ii) =-=£*„. 
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T h e o r e m 4.1 The mappings $ and \F/ yield a one-to-one correspondence 
between isomorphism classes of finite simple balanced group oids and equivalence 
classes of quadruples from A. 
Proof If a e A then <&(a) is a finite simple balanced groupoid and $(a) c.. $(/?) 
whenever a ~ /?. Conversely, if G is a finite simple balanced groupoid and 
u, v e G* then # ( G , u) ~ \£(G, w) E A Moreover, the groupoids G and $\!/(G) 
are isomorphic. Now, if G ~ H then $\If(G) 21. G ~ H ~ $ ^ ( H ) , and hence 
\!/(G) ~ \P(H). Finally, it is easy to see that a ~ ^ ( r * ) for every a e A. • 
Remark 4.2 Let B denote the class of all quadruples (A,B,a,b) e A such that 
b"~1a £ Bx for every x e A. Then, by 4A , we get a one-to-one correspondence 
between isomorphism classes of finite simple zeropotent balanced groupoids and 
equivalence classes of quadruples from B. 
5 Transitive transformation semigroups 
Let T be a transitive transformation semigroup on an infinite set G* such that 
T = ( / ,#) , where / and g are mappings of G* onto G*. Let o £ G* and 
G = G* U {O}. Now, define a multiplication on G as follows: 
(1) oo = O; 
(2) ox ~ o — xo for every x E G*; 
(3) xy = O for all x ,u E G*, /(a?) ^ a(y); 
(4) xy = / (# ) ( = .a(y)) for all x,y e G*, /(&) = a(y). 
In this way, we get a groupoid G— [T,G*, / , #, O]. 
Proposit ion 5.1 (i) O is an absorbing element of G. 
(ii) G 25 balanced iff both f and g are permutations of G*. 
(iii) G is zeropotent iff f(a) ^ g(a) for every a E G*. 
(iv) G is simple iff ker(/) n ker(#) = idG* . 
Proof The first three assertions are easy. Now, assume that G is simple and 
put r = ida U(ker(/) f) ker(a)). Then r is a congruence of G. If r = idG then 
ker(/)nker(o) = idG*. If r # idG then r = GxG and ker(/) = ker(a) = G*xG*, 
which is impossible. 
Conversely, let ker(/) D (ker(g)) = idG* and let r be a congruence of G, 
r ^ idG . If (x, o) e r for some x E G* then r ~G xG) since T acts transitively 
on G*. Hence, assume that (a,b) er, a,b e G*, a ^ b. Then either / ( a ) ^ /(6) 
or g(a) ^ a(6) and we can use the preceding observation to show that r = GxG. 
• 
Lemma 5.2 Be* Gx = [Ti-GJ-Zi-tfi-Oi], G2 = [T 2 ) G^, / 2 , a2,O2] anc? Zet 
O* : G* —> G2 be a bisection. Then Q : G\ —> G2) where Q\G\ = £* and 
a(Oi) = o2, is a groupoid isomorphism iff Q* f\ — f2Q* and Q*gi = g2Q*. 
Proof Easy. Q 
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Let Q : G\ —> G2 be an isomorphism. Then Q(O\) = o2, Q* f\ = /2£*. 
£*<7i = <l2£*> £* = H ^ i and we get an isomorphism cr : 71 —> T2 such that 
<r(f\) = / 2 and c r ^ ) = #2. 
Now, suppose that both / and g are permutations of G* and denote by Q 
the permutation group generated by / , # . Then T C Q and £ is a transitive 
permutation group on G*. 
Lemma 5.3 For all a EG* and h £Q there is k G T such that k"1h(a) = a. 
Proof Use the fact that T is transitive on G*. D 
K /1 > #1> /25 #2 are permutations and if Q : G\ —> G2 is an isomorphism then 
Q induces an isomorphism a : Q\ —> Q2 such that cr(71) = 72, ^ ( / i ) = /2 and 
<K#i)=02. 
Let C denote the class of ordered quadruples (A, I?, a, 6), where A = (a, 6) is 
a group, S is a core-free subgroup of A such that the index [A : B] is infinite and 
a, 6 E -A are such that for every x E A there are elements r, s in the subsemigroup 
generated by {a, 6} such that xry sx £ B. Further, we shall define an equivalence 
relation ~ on C in the same way as in the third section. 
Let A = (a, b) be a group and let B be a core-free subgroup of A such 
that [A : Z?] is infinite. Denote by 5 the subsemigroup of A generated by 
{a, 6}; we have S = {allP ; i,j E Z, i, j > 0, 2 -f- j > 1}. Then A acts as 
a transitive permutation group on A/B (left cosets) and we have an injective 
homomorphism IT of A into the symmetric group on A/B. Now, it is easy to 
see that S is transitive on A/B iff for all x} y G A there is s E 5 with arst/ E B. 
But this condition is clearly equivalent to the fact that (A.B.a.b) GC. 
Let a = (.4, 5 , a, 6) E C. We put $ ( a ) = [n(S),A/B, ?r(a), 7r(6), o], o £ A/B. 
Proposit ion 5.4 Le£ a i , a 2 E C. T/ien a i ~ a 2 iff $(ai) ~ ^ ( a 2 ) . 
Proof We may proceed similarly as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. • 
6 Main result—the infinite case 
Let G be an infinite simple strongly balanced groupoid. Then / , g are permu-
tations of G* and the permutation group Q = (/ ,#) is transitive on G*. Now, 
similarly as in the fourth section, we define a quadruple \£(G) E C. 
T h e o r e m 6.1 The mappings 3> and \£ yield a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween isomorphism classes of infinite simple strongly balanced groupoids and 
equivalence classes of quadruples from C. 
Proof Similar to that of Theorem 4.1. O 
R e m a r k 6.2 Let V denote the class of all quadruples (A,B^a,b) E C such 
that b~la £ Bx for every x E A. Then, by Theorem 6.1, we get a one-to-
one correspondence between isomorphism classes of infinite simple zeropotent 
strongly balanced groupoids and equivalence classes of quadruples from V, 
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Example 6.3 Let 
G* = { ( i , i ) ; i = 0 , l , j G Z , i > l } U { ( 0 , - j ) ; i e Z , i > 0} . 
Define transformations / , t/> of the set G* as follows: 
(1) / ( - , / ) = ( i , i - 1) for ( t , j ) .-t (1,1); 
(2) / (1 ,1) = (0,0); 
(3) 0(0, j ) = ( 0 , - 2 j ) , 0 ( 0 , - 2 j ) = (0, j) , 0(1 , ; ) = (0, - 2 j - 1), 
V(0, - 2 j - 1) = ( l , j ) for / > 1; 
(4) 0(0,0) = ( 0 , - 1 ) , 0 ( 0 , - 1 ) = (0,0). 
Further, put g = f4>, denote by T the subsemigroup of the transformation 
semigroup of G* generated by f,g and choose o £ G*. Then G = [T, G*, / , # , O] 
is a zeropotent simple balanced groupoid which is not strongly balanced. 
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